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In a word Spectacular.  John Zampino’s Hell Gate 

Bridge was the centerpiece and focal point of the layout.  

The Bridge connected two parallel 42X16 foot rectangles 

that filled a 54 X 42 foot area. Reverse “T’s” connected 

the Bridge at the center of the long side of the rectangles.  

The Bridge was wide enough to accommodate 3 tracks 

with the two outside tracks actually being the outer loop 

while the inside track was a single track connecting the 

two inner loops.  This was accomplished by using a 

single O72 Atlas switch, at each end of the bridge, that 

was spring loaded so no wiring or power was needed. 

This configuration made for exciting train operations. 

One had to pay attention since two trains used the same 

track in different directions. We did include both the 

Potomac Yard and Outside Yard, which were primarily 

used for setting up and removing trains from the layout.   
 

The Logistics for the show were very demanding to say the least. Both Tracker trailers 

were used with the contents of the MD trailer being temporarily stored in Regis’ garage 

so the trailer could house everyone’s modules for transport to Charleston. Bear Bailey 

and Bill Creech preformed yeoman work spearheading this effort.  Many thanks to Bill 

for towing the MD trailer to SC. 

 

Ed Beaver focused on the new track work, Steve Kehn the wiring with John, Nic, Don, 

Kenny, Sandra, Bear, Bill, Bob E, John H, John Z, and Rick Eudy completing the setup 

chores. A coordinated effort. Trackers that were part of the show without actually being 

present were Allan, Watson  and Laura. They provided 4 modules to be included in the 

layout. Watson also provided GarGraves track for the Bridge while Ed provided the 

entire 3
rd

 track compliment for use on the “T’s”. A true Tracker effort! 

 

The layout was actually simple in design other than the “T’s” and Bridge but the end 

result was an exciting layout for spectators to watch. By placing the Bridge so it 

connected two layouts promoted the feeling that one was inside the layout with trains 

running on three sides. Comments from TTOS convention attendees from across the 

county plus local spectators alike all had a common theme. ‘ This is the most exciting 

modular layout they had seen”. I know for us Trackers it was exciting to run. All digital 

commands were in use DCS, TMCC and Legacy with a good dose of conventional.  

 

Feedback from TTOS was very positive, we made the TTOS convention successful and 

they were very appreciative. .  

 

A special Thanks to everyone that participated.   

 

Regis 


